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Former Cal and 49ers running back Pete Schabarum dies at 92

Digest Ex-Cal, 49ers runner Schabarum dies at 92

Staff and News Services

Pete Schabarum, a running back who played on three Cal Rose Bowl teams before becoming a second-round draft pick by the 49ers, died Sunday.

Richard, power pitcher for Astros in '70s, dies at 71

Richard, a huge, flame-throwing right-hander who spent 10 years with the Houston Astros before his career was cut short by a stroke, has died. Richard, a huge, flame-throwing right-hander who spent 10 years with the

Dusty Hill, longtime ZZ Top bassist, dies at 72

Datebook | San Francisco Arts & Entertainment Guide

Joey Guerra Dusty Hill (left), shown performing with Billy Gibbons during a ZZ Top set in England, died in his sleep at age 72. "We were strongly
Ellen Weis, S.F. museum director who saw cultural value of TV ad characters, dies at 64

On July 27, 10 days after signing the deal, Weis died at her home in Altadena (Los Angeles County).

Teen dies in shooting in Vallejo

By Lauren Hernández

A 15-year-old boy died after getting shot in Vallejo on Wednesday afternoon, police said. The teen died at the scene.

Giants dandy in 5-0 win over Dodgers; trade deadline is next

In Thursday's matinee at Oracle Park, the crowd was abuzz with pennant- and Johnny Cueto- fever, and the Giants pushed the Dodgers a notch down in the standings with a 5-0 victory to take the series two games

Sally Gearhart, lesbian activist, professor and an ace with a chain saw, dies at 90
Gearhart went into a care home in Ukiah where she died on July 14. Gurko died in 2010.

*Assisted death is legal in California, but some patients die waiting.* Over the past five years, 21 of Spielvogel's patients have died by ingesting the lethal medication. But dozens more who have come to his practice, seeking to die on their own terms, never made it that far.

*S.F. elementary school principal dies from injuries suffered on a camping trip* By Danielle Echeverria A San Francisco elementary school principal died Thursday after suffering a head injury in an accident while camping, according to an email sent to the school community and a fundraiser

*Ted Cohen, museum exhibition designer, dies at 93.* Cohen refused all treatments and
died June 29, after a week in hospice care. Cohen, who taught himself the trade by installing window displays at a furniture showroom in Oakland, rose to become the

Janice Mirikitani, Glide co-founder, activist and S.F. poet laureate, dies at 80 Janice Mirikitani 1941-2021 Glide co-founder, poet was 'first lady of Tenderloin' By Lauren Hernandez and Heather Knight Janice Mirikitani, the co-founder of San Francisco's Glide Memorial Church and foundation

Giants' pitching guru Dick Tidrow dies, helped build foundation for 3 World Series titles DICK TIDROW 1947-2021 'Unique and special':Former Giants exec key to 3 world titles By John Shea Dick Tidrow, who had a hand in drafting and developing many of the pitchers who led the Giants to three World
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